9 Steps: How to make a successful screenprint!!!

1. Choose your paper and the screen you would like to print. Place your paper underneath your screen. The paper should go between the blue tape markings on the board.

2. Grab the color ink you would like to use and pick up a palette knife.

3. Take the palette knife and grab some ink. With the ink on the palette knife spread a line of ink above the image on the screen.

4. Locate your squeege which is seen in the picture. The squeege is what we will use to push the ink through our image.

5. Take the squeege and put it on the ink line you created. Hold the squeege at a 45 degree angle towards your body.

6. Pull the squeege towards you over the image with a lot of pressure! Make sure you cover the image with the ink when you pull towards your body.

7. Once you are at the bottom turn the squeege around so the ink on the squeege is the lead edge again.

8. At a 45 degree angle pull the squeege across the image with a lot of pressure. Make sure you pull over the image and go all the way to the top of the screen.

9. Once done lift the screen and grab your image you created. Place the squeege back down on the table. You are done, enjoy your new print!